Step out of your world.
What could **global empathy** look like?

Zhanna Dosmailova, Global Lives Project participant in Vannovka, Kazakhstan
Could we become global citizens?
What are the boundaries of your moral universe?

Kai Liu, Global Lives Participant attends to a convenience store in Anren, China
The Global Lives Project invites you along for a mind-expanding visual journey around the world into the daily lives of ten participants from ten different countries. 240 hours of footage are presented in 24-hour day-in-the-life video segments. Our multi-screen video installations create a space of contemplation and reflection, allowing visitors to step out of their daily lives into someone else’s reality they could have otherwise never known.

The Global Lives viewing experience deepens global understanding and empathy, encourages awareness and critical thinking, and provokes important dialogue about global citizenship. Transcending the limitations of social, ethnic, gender, and language distinctions, it cultivates respect for cultural differences while revealing the commonalities that bring us all closer together.
The Global Lives Project is the work of a collective of more than 1,000 multi-media artists, translators, and organization staff. Participants generously contribute their time and efforts towards building the world’s largest video library devoted to the everyday human experience.
The Global Lives Project initiatives address a significant gap in the global information landscape. It is the opportunity to witness a 24-hour glimpse into the everyday lives of people that may seem ordinary from a local perspective, but extraordinary to others living elsewhere.

To date, these initiatives have allowed over 100,000 viewers from 159 countries to experience the work of the Global Lives Project through exhibitions, screenings, our website, DVDs, and classrooms.

In 2010, Yerba Buena Center for the Arts in San Francisco hosted a four-month Global Lives exhibit attracting more than 20,000 visitors. The reach of the Global Lives Project extends around the world from the United Nations University in Tokyo to the streets of São Paulo. Exhibits include uniquely designed installations, screenings, workshops, guided tours, and lectures.
“No matter how or where we live, we are joined by the same human bonds: family and life experience. Great exhibit that brings this out.”

- Exhibit Guestbook, Yerba Buena Center for the Arts

The Global Lives exhibit at the Yerba Buena Center for the Arts drew more than 1,100 visitors on opening night and was the most tweeted opening in YBCA history.
Our exhibits are available in custom configurations designed to fit any space.
Expenses for exhibits vary widely depending upon materials and resources provided by the host site. Pricing depends upon the following resource needs:

- Projectors and screens
- Video playback devices
- Banners and entry signage
- Labor for setup and takedown of exhibit
- Custom configurations for non-standard spaces
- Printing of brochures, postcards and curriculum (provided as PDF)
- Shipping

Global Lives Project exhibits are 10 weeks in duration. It is important to plan for the availability of these resources throughout the entirety of that term.

Standard Configuration:

A/V materials:
- 10 video projectors & speaker pairs
- 10 video playback devices
- All A/V and electrical cables

Structure & collateral:
- 10 expandable screens and armatures ranging in size from 12’ x 9’ to 16’ x 9’
- Entry signage with descriptions of videos
- Ten 8’ x 2’ vertical banners for entry or inside exhibit
- Brochures, postcards and supplementary educational curriculum available

Size:
- 1,200-2,500 square feet

For more information contact:
David Evan Harris
Executive Director
+1.415.347.6735
david@globallives.org

Unheard Stories
Building Empathy through the Global Lives Project
Curriculum originally developed by Anona Walker, Asha Sitaram and Dara Kosberg, with Denise Pope, Stanford University School of Education. Revised by members of the Global Lives Collective.

Docents and teachers use Unheard Stories curriculum developed by Stanford University School of Education to supplement exhibit visits.

Kiosk-ready website brings exhibit visitors deeper into Global Lives.
NOW BOOKING: LIVES IN TRANSIT

Lives in Transit explores the lives of ten individuals who are responsible in some way for moving people and products throughout the world. Film subjects include a camel safari guide from India; a pharmacy delivery driver from Turkey; a sand barge worker in Vietnam; a wheelbarrow worker from Colombia; a traveling circus performer in Spain; a caterpillar fungus collector and farmer from Nepal; a commercial ship pilot in Quebec, Canada; a school bus driver from India; a long-distance train attendant from China; and a motorcycle delivery worker and handyman in South Korea.
Above/Below: Global Lives installation at Google New York, April-September, 2016

Global Lives exhibit at Google headquarters, Mountain View, CA, October 2015 - February 2016

Lincoln Center, New York Film Festival, premiere of Lives in Transit, October 2016.

Attendees watch and discuss videos during sold-out opening night reception.
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The Global Lives Project is a 501(c)3 non-profit organization in the United States of America. Tax ID #61-1524216. The Global Lives Project work provided under Creative Commons licenses, please see http://globallives.org/license/ for more details.